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Swansong | Theatre Works
swansong definition: a person's last piece of work,
achievement, or performance: . Learn more.
'Swan song' - the meaning and origin of this phrase
This isn't actually the case - swans, even the inaccurately
named Mute Swans, have a variety of vocal sounds and they
don't sing before they die. The actual term 'swan song', with
its current figurative meaning, doesn't crop up in print until
the 18th century. The Scottish cleric.
BBC Radio 4 Extra - Swansong
Swan song definition is - a song of great sweetness said to be
sung by a dying swan. Did You Know?.

Swansong - FilmFreeway
Define swansong (noun) and get synonyms. What is swansong
(noun)? swansong (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by
Macmillan Dictionary.
Why a Final Performance is Called a "Swan Song"
'Swansong is the real thing, right from the start: spiky,
strange and contemporary, but always with a dark undertow of
myth and folklore tugging at its telling this.
SWANSONG | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
We're an independently owned and operated coffee company based
in the Manchester, Uk. Swan Song was founded by Josh Wilson in
February
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She is currently working on her second novel. Swansong Andrew
is a London-based composer, performer, and author.
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